
Clean, streamlined and elegant, Indoor Roller 

Blinds open up options for bold looks and 

a clean aesthetic. So what’s the Country 

difference? Put simply, our blinds have 

evolved through three decades over which 

through feedback from homeowners right 

back to where we make them. 

The result of this experience is a range of 

Indoor Roller Blinds that looks superb, 

functions faultlessly and continues to do so, 

year after year. 

Our chain drive is geared for easy, low-effort 

operation, even with heavy blinds. A special 

gear ratio makes all the difference, solving 

the dreaded slipping problem that can affect 

inferior designs in the long run. We can add 

booster springs for the biggest of blinds, 

and even our chains are better, created as a 

continuous loop with no joiners to fail.

Country offers aluminium top tubes in a wide 

range of sizes, simply because the optimum 

tube diameter eliminates unsightly sag in 

to this important detail at the design and 

quoting stage. 

Our computer-controlled vacuum table 

be spotted before manufacture begins. A 

gantry-mounted cutting wheel then creates 

perfectly straight cuts so that your blinds roll 

beautifully.

At Country we believe that double blinds on 

a common bracket hold more advantages for 

prefer a happy customer before and after 

installation. So our design preference sees 

to the pelmet and overlapping the architrave. 

The result is no gaps, better blockout and a 

cleaner look. Need a demonstration? Just 

speak to one of our Consultants. 

 

Mullions on the back of a door can make 

challenge. This is where our Country experts 

working with you can make all the difference 

consult with you before reversing the roll 

of the blind so that the drop is perfect and 

It’s not ideal for large doors and it’s not 

something we do at every installation, but 

it’s one more example of how experience, 

expertise and communication can deliver a 

On outdoor Roller Blinds, motorization is 

often purely about practicality. Indoors, it 

can make a real difference to aesthetics. 

No need for chains means an even cleaner 

look and push-button operation can help 

a blind effectively disappear when rolled 

up. Our 240 volt and 12 volt versions are 

maintenance-free, operated by remote, and 

can be paired to an App for operation with 

devices such as Google Home. 

Reliable. Durable. Beautiful. Experience drives 
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Three decades in business has earned Country Blinds the trust of home and business 

owners all over South Australia. Every year, word-of-mouth recommendations 

from happy Country customers mean our reputation for excellence in products and 

service just keeps growing.

Country Blinds is a family-owned, factory-direct supplier, manufacturing in our 

Adelaide Hills factory and installing all over the state with no compromises. That 

means our own installers take care of every single job. Because we make and install 

everything ourselves, we stand behind our products and our workmanship. 

Real value comes from a business with the ability to create a bespoke product 

tailored to your own home, perfectly suited to your décor and lifestyle. When it 

comes to your home, ‘off-the-rack’ is often just another way of saying ‘compromise’. 

We never compromise on value and there is nothing ‘off-the-rack’ about our products 

or quality. 

We don’t just have showrooms…we have a factory. When you deal with Country you 

traced back to one place, one name, right here in South Australia. There are no third 

visit
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